
New Cyclamen
Earley Ornamentals Cyclamen Mini Update

New Metis®

Continuing to develop our  
product offer to meet the needs 
of the UK market, we’ve made  
six new introductions to our  
Cyclamen Mini collection. 

Cyclamen Mini products brighten up 
gardens and patios throughout autumn.  
The comprehensive and commercial  
Earley range includes Metis®, Smartiz®  
and Super Serie® varieties.

Following feedback from professional 
growers, the number of reds in the  
North Mix has been increased.

The new offer is available in 360 plug size 
and is ideal for 9-11cm pots. 

This variety includes four new introductions. 

Origami Silverleaf has been awarded  
Morel’s ‘Outstanding for tolerance in cold’. 
It delivers a unique small flower with 
variegated silver leaf.

The improved North Mix is now more 
suitable for cooler, shorter days, making  
it ideal for UK weather conditions. 

Following feedback from our professional 
growers, the number of reds in the mix  
has been increased.

Also awarded Morel’s ‘Outstanding for 
tolerance in cold’, Absolu de Morel is one  
of the most fragrant and defined colours  
in this segment.

Crispino Mix is the latest frilled edge series. 
Delivering a more uniform and robust plant.

To find out more or  
to place your order:

Call 01845 524511   
Email info@earleyplants.co.uk   

Visit www.earleyornamentals.co.uk

www.earleyornamentals.co.uk/product/cyclamen/Click here to find out more

https://earleyornamentals.co.uk/product/cyclamen/


New Super Serie®

Crayon F1 Mix is a combination of four 
colours, and its robust, reliable genetics 
make it ideal for UK production. An open 
habit with bunched flowers sitting in  
the middle, this mushroom-shaped  
plant provides a unique blend of  
decorative flowers.

Carino Fuji Mix of four colours delivers  
a distinctive flowering pattern. It is bred  
from a combination of Mini Winter for its 
strong, robust plants and the speed and 
uniformity of Virano. 

Generating a colourful profusion  
of flowers, Indiaka® produces  
long-lasting blooms ideal for beds 
and patios.  

Available in a four colour mix, the  
eye-catching bicolour flowers show  
a contrast between the white base 
of the petal and the brightly coloured 
extremities.

www.earleyornamentals.co.uk/product/cyclamenClick here to find out more
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New striking cyclamen – Indiaka®

With an exceptional choice from  
world-class breeders, the Earley 
Ornamentals cyclamen range provides  
an opportunity for both selling on to  
retail customers and reliable options  
for parks and landscape designers.

The range features a wide selection of 
varieties, the latest colours and novelties, 
including frillies, flames and silver leaf. 

There are options to suit all requirements, 
from pack production to large pots, as well  
as plants for both indoor and outdoor use.

A range of colour and size options
Metis® Origami® Silverleaf -  Awarded Morel’s Outstanding for Tolerance in Cold
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